
How to make
the most of radio

RADIO IS THE OLDEST and, until
recently, a very neglected elec-
tronic medium. TV came in, took

over and dominated the ad industry's
approach to communications and con-
sumers' idea of where they receive ad
messages from. But for some years now,
particularly as much of Europe developed
effective commercial radio presence,
radio has seen a revival in interest;
enhanced by the perception that TV is
losing some of its magic.

As a result, there has been an inter-
national burgeoning of radio research,
from standard audience measurement to
studies of effectiveness and guidelines for
improving the quality of creative. This
article is primarily concerned with how
advertisers can best use radio, rather than
with the increasingly complex and con-
troversial field of audience measurement
- though the latter underpins radio's use
as a medium (see box 1).

The issues
Issues affecting radio ads fall into three
broad streams:
1. understanding the radio audience and
its relationship with the medium
2. establishing just how well radio adver-
tising can work, both absolutely and in
comparison with other media; and how it
can work in combination with other
media; as a guide to how best to plan and
deploy radio budgets cost-effectively
3. rather less widely researched
although there is a growing body of
material - is creativity: how can we create
better radio ads?

Roderick White looks at the possibilities

The radio audience
Radio listening is rarely solus (2, 4, 10,
15) - it has been described as 'back-
ground noise' (9) - but various studies
show this does not seem to hamper
radio ads' ability to cut through, at least
to the level of recall, especially among
drivers (5,15,16). In spite of its second-
ary role - 'soak' not 'seek', as one
research team describes it (3), it is a
medium that listeners see as very per-
sonal, close, trustworthy and, indeed,
intimate (4, 8), leading to the concept of
radio ads as conversation (11,32).

It is an audience that segments very
effectively by station format, the main
split being between music and news/talk
- with some evidence that ad recall (at
least) tends to be higher in a news context
(1). A lot of radio listening involves
'appointments to listen', but some
researchers find little evidence that
station loyalty affects ad response (9).

Radio listeners may be relatively light
TV viewers, which makes the medium
valuable for reaching this hard-to-reach
group (2,14,23).

The shape of the 'radio day' is well
established, and seems almost universal
(2,10). Key elements in this are its impor-
tance as a drive-time medium and the fact
that it is significantly close to the time of
purchase (2, 5,14).

Radio works - but how?
Effectiveness It has long been accepted
that radio advertising works, both as a
sales driver and as brand support. A
variety of different sources combine to
suggest that a good radio ad is roughly
80% as effective as a good TV ad (5),
though there is a wide spread of variation.
Correspondingly, at least one major study
suggests that an equal amount of money
put behind radio can generate similar
results to a TV campaign - this was
substantially less than the local (Canadian)
industry rule of thumb that said radio
needed 2.5 times the TV spend to generate
the same sales (33).

In the same way, there are a number of
studies (by now from a number of coun-
tries) that show the combination of radio
with - especially - TV to be more effective
than TV on its own (3,20,23, etc). Further,

radio can enhance response to other
media, for example inserts (19). There are
a number of mechanisms that can be
involved here, from the simple ability of
radio to extend the reach or duration of a
campaign at lower cost, to the well-recog-
nised phenomenon of visual transfer (2 2),
whereby a radio ad can create a visual
image from its companion TV campaign
in consumers' minds.

Specifically within the radio environ-
ment, there is conflicting evidence about
the precise deployment of commercials.
A classic Dutch study (1) suggests that
ads do better when first in a pod of ads,
and when the pod is less than 1.5
minutes long; but a later Australian test
questioned this (24). Similarly, while
there is some evidence that the
programme context can affect brand-
related measures (recall, awareness) they
have little effect on purchase intent (18).
Further, there is clear evidence that even
when radio is obviously a secondary activ-
ity, this does not prevent consumers
absorbing ad messages (5).

What is true is that radio is a medium
segmented by audience types and inter-
ests, so it can allow relatively precise
targeting, in addition to its ability to plug
into specific times of day with the accom-
panying moods and modes of response to
ads (8, for example).
Mechanisms Research (3) suggests that
radio ads work through a number of
mechanisms, especially in the context of
mixed-media schedules:
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simply by extending campaign reach
and frequency

through picking up and leveraging



enhancing the validity of a message by
adding an additional source, or extending
the meaning of the message by adding
new information, or by adding a second-
ary, different benefit to the primary
benefit in the lead medium.

More generally, radio's ability to sell
has long been recognised (4), but it is clear
that radio can also build brand imagery
and reputation (3, 35), though various
sources have found this effect to be
weaker (13, 25), and see radio in a mixed-
media campaign primarily as adding sales
potency to (say) TV brand-building (8,13).

Guidelines for using radio
Creative The UK's RAB started operations
from the premise that the standard of
radio creative was relatively low (4), and
that poor-quality ads were particularly
dangerous on radio. From this work, and a
range of other studies, a number of
creative guidelines have evolved (see box
2) (5, 21, 26).

Media The options available for schedul-
ing media in most countries are now
almost limitless and range from very local
and niche to national network radio -
even in the US (12).

Some key findings from published
research include the following:

ment (12).
Research issues Radio campaigns are,
typically, under-researched (26). There is
no inherent reason why radio ads should
not be pre-tested, and evaluated through
tracking studies. There is a tendency for
mixed-media cases involving radio to
avoid detailed measurement of radio's
contribution (27,37).

It is clear, however, that radio research
requires considerable care. First of all, it is
important to distinguish listeners and
non-listeners to the stations used for the
campaign (18,26), and this can provide an
essential framework for analysis (for
example, 33).

Misattribution of radio ads to TV is so
common as to be almost unremarked -
indeed, it may be sought (3) - but it puts a
considerable onus on research designed
to find a true measure of radio's effect;
especially as prompting with an actual ad
can produce 'false positives' (5).

Radio has mostly been evaluated in
published research by ad awareness or
recall (for example, 3), but there is a grow-
ing number of sales-based cases (for
example, 28, 31, 33, 36), especially from
the UK RAB's databank (for example, 34)
and RAEL in the US has a programme of
sales tests in place (17) to round off the
rest of its current programme (for

'live' ads allow flexibility, and involve-

frequency matters (5,18,26) - and high
frequency does not seem to damage effec-
tiveness (13)

ads work best in shorter breaks ((1) -
but questioned by (24))

especially in longer ad breaks, first in
break is best (1)

30-sec ads plus a 10-sec 'tail' boost direct
response (19)

radio as +/- 20% of a TV+radio cam-
paign extends reach, frequency, highly
cost-effectively (2,13)

case studies show that radio can work
highly effectively as a solus medium (28,
29, 31, 32, 34), or act as the main 'engine'
of a campaign (38)

however, its 'normal' role is as a sup-
port medium (4,8,27,37)

radio is a highly targeted medium (30,
32), especially against light TV viewers
and youth audiences (2,8,13,30 37)

through 'magnification' -either simply

a campaign message, for instance via
visual transfer (22)

example, 21).


